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Introduction This is a fantastic opportunity to support an international team working with

innovative Artificial Intelligence solutions and top tier retailers. ReTech Labs, Inc., a part of

SymphonyAI Retail Group, was founded in 2015 with the objective of making complex retail

simple through people, technology, and passion. The company has seen rapid growth over the

short period and has presence in the US, Asia, and Europe. Over the last year our team has

built compelling solutions leveraging the latest technology in our quest to make for a

better tomorrow for consumers and retailers. Job Description As a backend developer you

will become part of the development team of the flagship product of ReTech called Store

Intelligence – a machine learning platform which drives retail automation. You will be

developing features in coordination with mobile and frontend teams, working closely with

talented backend leads with 10+ years of experience. As part of the international team you

will be communicating in English on a daily basis. Our backend developers solve complicated

tasks and always grow as professionals. Main tasks: Backend development of the company's

flagship product MS1 Store Intelligence (https://retechlabs.com/rebotics/) using Python 3.11 /

Django 4.2; Participation in architecture design; Conduct and participate in code reviews to

ensure code quality and adherence to best practices. Professional skills: Minimum 4 years of

professional experience in Python development. At least 2 years of hands-on experience with

Django and Django REST framework. Proficient with relational and non-relational database

systems such as PostgreSQL, MySQL, Redis, etc. English B1 and above; Understanding

SQL; Understanding of development principles, RESTful APIs, and MVC architecture;

Experience with version control systems, particularly GIT; Experience writing unit tests;
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Additional Skills: Experience with Pandas; Experience with cloud services, preferably AWS;

An interest in learning and understanding the business logic behind our products. We offer:

Flexible working time; Experienced and distributed international team; Professional growth

opportunities; Education opportunities; Informal and comfortable working atmosphere. Why

Join Us? Be part of innovative and fast-growing AI technology company; We are a Company

with stable and profitable growth; Global experience – your peers and future friends in six

countries. About Us SymphonyAI is building the leading enterprise AI SaaS company for

digital transformation across the most critical and resilient growth industries, including

retail, consumer packaged goods, financial crime prevention, manufacturing, media, and IT

service management. Since its founding in 2017, SymphonyAI today serves 1500+

Enterprise customers globally and has grown to 2,500 talented leaders, data scientists,

and other professionals across over 20 countries.As a backend developer you will

become part of the development team of the flagship product of ReTech called Store

Intelligence – a machine learning platform which drives retail automation. You will be

developing features in coordination with mobile and frontend teams, working closely with

talented backend leads with 10+ years of experience. As part of the international team you

will be communicating in English on a daily basis. Our backend developers solve complicated

tasks and always grow as professionals. Main tasks: Backend development of the company's

flagship product MS1 Store Intelligence (https://retechlabs.com/rebotics/) using Python 3.11 /

Django 4.2; Participation in architecture design; Conduct and participate in code reviews to

ensure code quality and adherence to best practices. Professional skills: Minimum 4 years of

professional experience in Python development. At least 2 years of hands-on experience with

Django and Django REST framework. Proficient with relational and non-relational database

systems such as PostgreSQL, MySQL, Redis, etc. English B1 and above; Understanding

SQL; Understanding of development principles, RESTful APIs, and MVC architecture;

Experience with version control systems, particularly GIT; Experience writing unit tests;

Additional Skills: Experience with Pandas; Experience with cloud services, preferably AWS;

An interest in learning and understanding the business logic behind our products. We offer:

Flexible working time; Experienced and distributed international team; Professional growth

opportunities; Education opportunities; Informal and comfortable working atmosphere. Why

Join Us? Be part of innovative and fast-growing AI technology company; We are a Company

with stable and profitable growth; Global experience – your peers and future friends in six

countries.SymphonyAI is building the leading enterprise AI SaaS company for digital



transformation across the most critical and resilient growth industries, including retail,

consumer packaged goods, financial crime prevention, manufacturing, media, and IT service

management. Since its founding in 2017, SymphonyAI today serves 1500+ Enterprise

customers globally and has grown to 2,500 talented leaders, data scientists, and other

professionals across over 20 countries.
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